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Jr. Inter Physics Important Questions for 2017 very short answer type questions (2 marks) 1. Physical World 1.∗What is the discovery of C V Raman? 2.∗What is the contribution of S Chandra Sekhar to Physics? 3.∗What are the fundamental forces in nature?



2. Units and Measurement 4.∗Distinguish between accuracy and precision? 5.∗How can systematic errors be minimized or eliminated? 6.∗Distinguish between fundamental units and derived units? 7. Why do we have different units for the same physical quantity? 8. What is dimensionless analysis?



4. Motion in a Plane 9.∗Two forces of magnitudes 3 units and 5 units act at 600 with each other. What is the magnitude of their resultant? 10.∗If A = ı̅ + ȷ̅ What is the angle between vector A with x-axis? 11.∗When two right angled vectors of magnitude 7 units and 24 units combine, what is the magnitude of their resultant? 12.∗If P = 2 ı̅ + 4 ȷ̅ +14 k and Q = 4 ı̅ + 4 ȷ̅+10 k. Find the magnitude of P + Q ? 13.∗Define unit vector, null vector and position vector?



5. Laws of Motion 14.∗What is inertia? What gives the measure of inertia? 15.∗When a bullet is fired from a gun, the gun gives a kick in the backward direction. Explain. 16.∗A bomb is exploded into two pieces, the pieces must travel in opposite directions. Explain. 17. Why does the car with flattened tire stop sooner than the one with inflated tires? 18.∗A horse has to pull harder during the start of the motion than later. Explain? 19. What happens to the coefficient of friction, if the weight of the body is doubled?



7. System of Particles and Their Rotational motion 20.∗Is it necessary that a mass should be present at the centre of mass of any system? 21.∗Why are spokes provided in a bicycle wheel? 22.∗We cannot open or close the door by applying force at the hinges. Why? 23.∗By spinning eggs on a table top, how will you distinguish a hardboiled egg from a raw egg?



11. Mechanical Properties of Fluids 24.∗Define co-efficient of viscosity. What are its units and dimensions? 25.∗Why are drops and bubbles spherical? 26. Give an expression for the excess pressure for the soap bubble? 27. What are water proofing agents and water wetting agents? What do they do? 28.∗What is Angle of Contact? 29. Mention any two examples that obey Bernoulli's theorem and. justify them? 30. When water flows through a pipe, which of the layers moves fastest and slowest?



12. Thermal Properties of Matter 31.∗Distinguish between heat and temperature? 32.∗Why gap are left between rails on a railway track? 33. What is specific gas constant? Is it same for all Gases? 34. Ventilators provided in rooms just below the roof. Why? 35.∗What is Green House Effect? Explain Global Warming? 36. State Newton’s Law of Cooling? 37. State the conditions under which Newton's law of cooling is applicable? 38.∗The roof buildings are often painted white during summer. Why? 39.∗Can a substance contract on heating? Give an example? 1



13. Thermodynamics 40.∗What is specific heat capacity of the substance? On what factors does it depend? 41. Define molar specific heat capacity. 42. Why a heat engine with 100% efficiency can never be realized in practice? 43. How much will be the internal energy change in i) isothermal process ii) adiabatic process? 44.∗Can a room be cooled by leaving the door of an electric refrigerator open?



14. Kinetic Theory 45.∗Define Mean Free Path? 46.∗State Boyle’s law and Charles’ law? 47.∗State Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressure? 48. Pressure of an ideal gas in a container is independent of shape of the container. Explain? 49.∗What is the expression between pressure and kinetic energy of a gas molecule? 50.∗When does a real gas behave like an ideal gas?



Short Answer Type Questions (4 marks) 3. Motion in a Straight Line 1.∗A ball is dropped from the roof of a tall building and simultaneously another ball is thrown horizontally with some velocity from the same roof. Which ball lands first? Explain your answer? 2.∗Show that the maximum height reached by a projectile launched at an angle of 450 is one quarter of its range? 3. A car travels the first third of a distance with a speed of 10 kmph, the second third at 20 kmph and the last third at 60 kmph. What is its mean speed over the entire distance? 4. Two balls are projected from the same point in directions 300 and 600 with respect to the horizontal. What is the ratio of their initial velocities if they (a) Attain the same height? (b) Have the same range?



4. Motion in a Plane 5.∗State parallelogram law of vectors. Derive an expression for the magnitude and direction of the resultant vector? 6.∗Show that the trajectory of an object thrown at certain angle with the horizontal is a parabola? 7. Show that the maximum height and range of a projectile are
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respectively where the terms



have their regular meanings?



5. Laws of Motion 8.∗Explain the advantage and disadvantage of friction? 9.∗Mentions the method used to reduce the friction? 10.∗Why is pulling the lawn roller preferred to push it? 11.∗Why are shock absorbers used in motor cycles and cars? 12. State Newton’s second law of motion? Hence derive the equation of motion F =ma? 13. Define the terms momentum and impulse. State and explain the law of conservation of linear momentum?



7. System of Particles and Their rotational motion 14.∗Distinguish between centre of mass and centre of gravity? 15.∗Define vector product. Explain different properties of vector product with examples? 16.∗Define angular velocity and derive its equation, v = rω? 17.∗Define angular acceleration and torque. Establish the relation between angular acceleration and torque? 18. State and prove parallel axis theorem? 19. State and prove the principles of conservation of angular momentum? (or) Explain the principles of conservation of angular momentum with examples?



9. Gravitation 20.∗What is orbital velocity? Obtain an expression for it? 21.∗What is escape velocity? Obtain an expression for it? 22.∗What is geostationary satellite? State its uses? 2



23.∗State Kepler’s laws of planetary motion? 24. Derive a relation between acceleration due to gravity on a planet and universal gravitational constant?



10. Mechanical Properties of Solids 25.∗Describe the behavior of a wire under gradually increasing load? 26.∗Explain the concept of Elastic Potential Energy in a starched wire and hence obtain the expression fir it? 27.∗Define Hooks law of elasticity, proportionality, permanent set and breaking tress? 28. Define young modulus, Bulk modulus and shear modulus?



12. Thermal Properties of Matter 29. Explain Celsius and Fahrenheit scales of temperature. Obtain the relation between Celsius and Fahrenheit scales of temperature? 30.∗In what way is the anomalous behavior of water advantageous to aquatic animals? 31.∗Explain conduction, convection and radiation with examples? 32.∗Write a short notes on triple point of water?



13. Thermodynamics 32.∗State and explain the first law of Thermodynamics? 33.∗Derive the relation between the two heat capacities of a gas on the basis of first law of Thermodynamics. 34.∗Compare isothermal Process and adiabatic Process? 35.∗Explain qualitatively the working of a heat engine?



Important Long Answer Type Questions (8 marks) 6. Work, Energy and Power 1.∗State and prove law of conservation of energy in case of freely falling body? 2.∗Develop the notation of work and kinetic energy and show that it leads to work-energy theorem? 3.∗What are collisions? Explain the possible types of collisions? Develop the theory of one dimensional elastic collision?



8. Oscillations 4.∗Show that the motion of a simple pendulum is simple harmonic and hence derive an equation for its time period. Define second pendulum? 5.∗Define simple harmonic motion. Show that the motion of projection of a particle performing uniform circular motion, on any diameter is simple harmonic. 6.∗Derive the equation for the kinetic energy and potential energy of a simple harmonic oscillator and show that the total energy of a particle in simple harmonic motion is constant at any point on its path?



13. Thermodynamics 7.∗State second law of Thermodynamics, how is the heat engine different from a refrigerator? 8.∗Explain the reversible and irreversible process. Describe the working of Carnot engine? Obtain an expression for the efficiency?
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Important Problems 1.∗Find the torque of a force 7 ̅ + 3 -̅ 5 about the origin. the force acts on a particle whose position vector is -̅ + ̅ ? 2. What is the ratio of r.m.s speed of oxygen and Hydrogen molecules at the same temperature? 3. The absolute temperature of a gas is increased 3 times. What will be the increase in r.m.s velocity of the gas molecules? 4. 4 molecules of a gas have speeds 1,2,3 and 4 km/s. Find the r.m.s speed of the gas molecules? 5. A force 2 + ̅ -̅ newtons acts on a body which is initially at rest. At the end of 2 seconds, the velocity of the ̅ 2 -̅ 2 m/s. What is the mass of the body? body is 4 + 6. A machine gun fires 360 bullets per minute and each bullet travels with a velocity of 600 m/s. If the mass of each bullet is 5gm, find the power of the machine gun? 7. A pump is required to lift 600kg of water per minute from a well of 25m deep and to eject it with a speed of 50m/s. Calculate the power required to perform the above task? 8. What is the length of a simple pendulum, which ticks seconds? 9.∗If the diameter of a soap bubble is 10mm and its surface tension is 0.04N/m, find excess pressure inside the bubble? 10.∗Find the increase in temperature of aluminium rod if its length is increased by 1%? (α for Aluminium = 25 × 10-6/oC) 11.∗A bullet moving with a speed of 150m/s strikes a tree and penetrate 305 cm before stopping. What is the magnitude of its retardation in the tree and the time taken for it to stop after striking the tree? 12. A particle is projected from the ground with some initial velocity making an angle of 45o with the horizontal. It reaches a height of 7.5m above the ground while it travels a horizontal distance of 10m from the point of projection. Find initial speed of projection? (g= 10m/s2)



Prepared by :- Gali Sreekar, M.Sc, M.Sc, B.Ed, Chirala mandal, Prakasam. A.P 4
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